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Firing and signal transduction associated with an intrinsic oscillation in neuronal systems
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We study the nonlinear firing and signal transduction of a neuron subject to both a constant stimulus and a
weak periodic signal, each of which is too small to, separately, fire spikes for the neuron. The subthreshold
constant stimulus, regarded as the total input to the neuron from other neurons and from the external world, is
found to give rise to only an intrinsic subthreshold oscillation. This oscillation can lead to the transduction of
the weak periodic signal via a mechanism similar to stochastic resonance. This may enable us to understand
reported experimental results of oscillation associated signal transduction and of finite signal-to-noise ratio in
the absence of external noise. In addition, the most sensitive frequency range for signal transduction is also
found. @S1063-651X~98!50903-8#

PACS number~s!: 87.10.1e, 05.45.1b
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The phenomenon of stochastic resonance~SR! has been
demonstrated in a variety of physical, biological, and ot
systems~see@1,2# and references therein!. Such systems fea
ture a threshold, such as a bistable potential or an excit
sensory neuron. The responses of these systems to a
periodic signal are enhanced by the presence of noise.
is, SR can optimize the signal-to-noise ratio~SNR!; the SNR
first increases to a maximum and then decreases as th
tensity of external noise increases@1,2#. A number of experi-
ments on neural systems have been reported which s
such nonlinear phenomena@3–9#. These include studies o
the single mechanoreceptive sensory neurons from cray
@3#, rat skin@8#, single interneurons from cricket abdomin
ganglia@5#, and the network of neurons from the mammali
brain @9#. The occurrence of SR has been argued as the a
ity to detect and transduce/encode information. More in
estingly, it is also found in several experiments that the S
is nonzero when the external noise is switched to z
@3,5,9#. This result was guessed to stem from the existenc
internal noise in the neuronal system, but it still remains
important open question@3,10#. On the other hand, exper
ments have shown that there exists a frequency range b
100 Hz which is most sensitive for the signal transduct
@5#. Whether this most sensitive range of signal frequen
relates to the intrinsic nonlinear features of the neuronal s
tem has not been clarified. In addition, it was reported in R
@11# that, under steady thermal stimulation the neur
showed some firing characteristics similar to SR behavio
is argued that this sensory transduction may be due to
intrinsic oscillation of the neuron. But, how this oscillatio
arises and what role it plays have not yet been addresse

Theoretically, although there have been some studie
SR in neural systems based on different models@12#, there is
little discussion of the aforementioned three aspects of
nonlinear firing of neurons. To interpret these very intere
ing and important experimental findings and to elucidate
physical origin of these complex phenomena, we report h
a study of signal transduction for a weak periodic signal
the absence of external noise in a neuronal model. The
ron is assumed to be subject to a subthreshold cons
stimulus which gives rise to a source of the intrinsic oscil
571063-651X/98/57~3!/2527~4!/$15.00
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tion and evokes the neuron to encode the input periodic
nal into a sequence of spikes. The encoding mode is foun
be similar to that of SR and the signal transduction occ
within a frequency range below 100 Hz. The nonzero SN
we find in the absence of external noise appears to be
evant to the experimental findings. Furthermore, by argu
that thermal stimulation could be modeled by a const
stimulus plus a weak periodic signal, we are able to acco
for the experimental results reported in Ref.@11#, which are
not clearly understood in terms of the usual noise indu
SR mechanism.

Let us start with the well-established Hindmarsh-Ro
~HR! neuronal model@13,10,14,15# ~a modified Fitzhugh’s
neuronal model@16#!

dX

dt
5Y2aX31bX22Z1I 01I 1sin~2p f st !, ~1!

dY

dt
5c2dX22Y, ~2!

dZ

dt
5r @s~X2X0!2Z#, ~3!

wherea51.0,b53.0,c51.0,d55.0,s54.0, r 50.006, and
X0521.6. Each neuron is characterized by three tim
dependent variables: the membrane potentialX, the recovery
variable Y, and a slow adaptation currentZ. Here I 0 is a
constant stimulus andI 1sin(2pfst) is a weak periodic signa
with I 1 and f s being the amplitude and frequency of th
signal, respectively.

The HR neuron is a self-excitable system. For a cons
stimulus I 0, whether the neuron behaves as a damped s
threshold oscillation or as a limit cycle oscillation~suprath-
reshold! depends on the value ofI 0. It is found that the
minimal value ofI 0 to fire spikes isI 05I c51.32@14#. When
I 0,I c , the stimulus induces only a damping oscillation
the quiescent stateX5X* and of course there is no firing o
spikes @see Fig. 1~a!#. This oscillation is considered to b
intrinsic and its frequency isf in.30 Hz ~ the periodTin
R2527 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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;33 ms!. The duration of this oscillation increases asI 0
increases. WhenI 05I c the oscillation leads to the firing o
spikes with a frequencyf in @see Fig. 1~b!#. For I 0.I c the
firing of spikes exhibits a period-adding behavior, or perio
doubling of the potentialX(t), as studied in Refs.@14,17#
previously.

Now let us see how the input evokes the firing of spik
for a subthreshold stimulusI 0,I c and whether the intrinsic
oscillation is associated with the encoding of a weak perio
signal in some cases. Here, we considerI 0 as the total effect
of ‘‘input’’ from the external world and from other neuron
in the neural network, etc.. This input varies with time ve
slowly and is assumed to be small such thatI 0,I c ~e.g., I 0
50.96). Obviously, such a stimulus evokes no firing
spikes by itself, but supplies an intrinsic oscillation a
drives the neuron from the quiescent state to a state sens
to signal transduction. Actually, in a realistic case, the n
ron always receives synaptic input from the network or
external surroundings, etc. All these can be modeled a
subthreshold inputI 0. Once a small signal is added, certa
responses or firing of spikes exist in the system. Indeed
adding a very small periodic signal, sayI 150.1 @18#, we find
numerically that there is a firing of spikes~or signal encod-
ing! @see Fig. 1~c!#. The combination of both the intrinsi
oscillation and the weak periodic signal causes the neuro
show a coherent firing similar to the phenomenon of SR. T
spikes are triggered basically in every period of the sig
Ts , but are occasionally interrupted with two, three, or mo
periods; the firing of spikes exhibits a random behavior@see
Fig. 1~c!#. This can be understood from the signal encodi
transduction of a neuron through the firing of spikes evok
by its intrinsic oscillation. But more interestingly, this irreg
lar firing dynamics is deterministic, with the firing mode r
lated to the SR-like behavior~see Fig. 2!, unlike the period-
adding feature@14#. In addition, the firing also depends o
the frequency of the periodic signal.

The coherent characteristics of the firing is clearly sho
in Fig. 2. From the interspike interval~ISI! histogram, the
peaks of the ISI’s are located at integer multiples of
signal periodnTs up to n56 with an approximately expo

FIG. 1. The potentialX(t) of a neuron varying with time for~a!
I 051.31 ~no spikes firing!; ~b! I 051.32 ~with spikes!; ~c! I 0

50.96 and a weak periodic signalI 1sin(2pfst) with I 150.1 and
f s530Hz @also shown in~c!#.
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nential decay of the heights of the peaks as can be see
inset ~a! in Fig. 2. The firing of the neuron is modulated b
the periodic signal, but is basically located at the first per
(n51); the number of firing events in this peak accounts
60% of the total. Actually, this dominant peak relates to t
maximum of the SNR. This indicates that the firing of th
neuron is almost in synchrony with the signal. The retu
map, defined as the subsequent intervals of spikesd i5t i
2t i 21 (t i is the firing time of thei th spike!, is also shown in
inset~b!. One can see that the dots form a lattice with int
sections at integer multiples of the periodTs . In Fig. 2, we
show also the power spectrum density@see inset~c!#. It is
clearly seen that there are several peaks at the frequencf s
of the signal and its harmonics, and that the first peak
about two orders of magnitude above the background. Du
the deterministic features of the chaotic firing, there are s
eral small peaks atf 5 f s /n ~with n52,3,4), which represen
the spikes with intervals ofT5nTs . For comparison, we
consider also the case when Gaussian white noise is add
the neuron. From inset~c! in Fig. 2, we see that the firing is
‘‘purified’’ by the noise in encoding the signal and the pea
with subharmonics are restrained.

All these results imply that the SNR is finite althoug
there is neither an external nor internal noise input to ca
the neuron to exhibit SR behavior@10,12#. This may enable
us to interpret the experimental results in Refs.@3,5,9# where
there is still a finite SNR for a weak periodic signal when t
external noise is switched off.~Of course, when both the
external noise and the periodic signal are switched off, th
are no responses from the neuron, except for some rare s
taneous firing in some cases.! Interestingly, the firing mecha
nism here is similar to SR since the stimulusI 0 evokes the
neuron to exhibit a ‘‘noiselike firing feature,’’ i.e., chaoti

FIG. 2. The coherent characteristics of firing for a neuron w
I 050.96 and a weak periodic signalI 1sin(2pfst) with I 150.1 and
f s530 Hz. The main panel shows the interspike interval ISI~with
units of the period of the signalTs51/f s533.3 ms! versus the
number of spikes per binM . Inset:~a! the logarithm ofM against
ISI; ~b! the return map of the interspike intervald i againstd i 11; ~c!
the power spectrum density of the firing of spikes without no
(d50) and with Gaussian white noise (d50.5). Hered is the noise
intensity.
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firing, although it is not itself noiselike . This feature resu
from the fact that the total effect of the stimulusI 0 and the
periodic signal just places the neuron in a chaotic firing
gime. Such a chaotic firing plays an effective role
‘‘noise’’ and causes the neuron to fire near a preferred ph
of the periodic signal. Physically, since there is a resona
of the signal with the deterministic chaotic firing backgrou
in the system, there should exist a distinct multimode in
histogram and a peak in the power spectrum density at
frequency of the signal. Notice that, due to the chaotic f
ture, the encoding of the signal has random components
the firing is interrupted occasionally.

From the maximum Lyapunov exponent and the proj
tion of the potentialX(t5nTs) shown in Figs. 3~a! and ~b!,
we can see that the dynamical behavior of firing is differ
as I 0 changes. First, the periodic behaviors for both s
threshold oscillation and the suprathreshold firing are w
specified by the Lyapunov exponent. WhenI 0 approaches
1.0, there is a saddle point bifurcation from the subthresh
oscillation (l,0) of the potentialX(t) to a chaotic firing
(l.0) of spikes. But this chaotic firing belongs to a spec
firing mode. The firing intervald i5t i 112t i is a multiple of
the period of the signal, i.e.,d i5nTs with n52,4,6,8,10@see
Fig. 3~c!#. As I 0 increses, this firing mode further chang
into one of d i5nT with n51,2,3,4,5, . . . , i.e., the multi-
mode with both odd and even periods of the signal. Then
firing mode is switched to the mode-locking state with t
1:1 firing of the period of the signal. Finally, the syste
enters into another chaotic region from a period-doubl
state and the usual chaotic firing of the spikes occurs@14#.

The phase diagram of different dynamical behavior of
system is shown in Fig. 4, where the dots correspond to
region of chaotic firing of spikes~with the positive maximum
Lyapunov exponentl.0) and the enveloped curves sho
the boundary between the firing and nonfiring regions.
can see that there is a threshold for each frequencyI c

FIG. 3. The dynamical characteristics of a neuron as a func
of I 0 @a weak periodic signalI 1sin(2pfst) with I 150.1 andf s540
Hz has been used#. ~a! The maximum Lyapunov exponentl; ~b! the
projection of potentialX(t) at time t5nTs5n2p/ f s ; ~c! the inter-
spike interval ISI~with units of the periodTs of the signal!.
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5Ic(f), which separates the diagram into the nonfiring reg
and the firing region. WhenI 0,I c( f ) there is no firing of
spikes, while forI 0.I c( f ) the system shows a complex dy
namical behavior of the firing, including periodic firings wit
l,0 ~or mode-locking state! and chaotic firings. For the
periodic firings the neuron may fire one spike and two
more spikes in a burst, resembling the results obtained
viously @14#. Nevertheless, the chaotic firing shows regu
interspike intervals including random components like th
shown in Fig. 2. This phase diagram is different in detail
different I 1 as shown in Fig. 4~c!, but they all have similar
features. We note that there exists a most sensitive ra
5–70 Hz, where one needs less evoking stimulusI 0. As a
matter of fact, this sensitive range results from a kind
‘‘resonance’’ or ‘‘modulation’’ between the intrinsic oscilla
tion of the neuron and the weak periodic signal; the inp
periodic signal will transfer energy to the neuron to evo
the firing of spikes when both frequencies are matcha
This nonlinear stimulus-frequency relation holds only in t
low frequency range due to the intrinsic oscillation of t
excitable features of the neuron@19#. Remarkably, the exis-
tence of such a region was indeed reported experimen
@5#. It is also worth noting that the detecting ability of th
neurons will be significantly improved even in the presen
of a small level of noise as long as the frequency of
signal falls in the sensitive region.

Finally, we note that the results presented in this wo
appear also to be relevant to the experimental findings
Ref. @11# where a similar firing feature of a sensory affere
neuron was reported, although only a steady thermal sti
lation with noise is applied. Physically, as discussed befo
the neuron receives a total effective stimulus which can
modeled as an input with fluctuationsĨ (t) around a mean

n
FIG. 4. The phase diagram of different dynamical behaviors

constant stimulusI 0 against the signal frequencyf s for different
amplitudesI 1 of the signal.~a! and ~b!, the points represent the
Lyapunov exponentl.0, a chaotic firing of spikes. The blan
regions represent periodic firing withl,0 ~above the enveloped
line! or nonfiring ~below the enveloped line!; ~c! different envel-
oped lines for different values of the amplitudeI 1.
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value I 0, i.e., I e f f(t)5I 01 Ĩ (t). Generally, the fluctuations
have various components with different frequenciesĨ (t)
5( i 51

N I isin(2pfit). Due to the intrinsic oscillatory feature o
the neuron, there is a dominant component with a spec
frequency related to the resonance characteristic. In the
periment, it is found that the neuron responds to a ther
stimulus with such a specific frequency, sayf s . Thus, the
experimental situation may be modeled byI e f f(t)5I 0
1I 1sin(2pfst), where the fluctuation is represented by t
dominant component, that is, the effective stimulus is s
plified as a sinusoidal form with a constant bias. This eff
in
si
.

a
,
s.
c
x-
al

-
-

tive stimulus makes the neuron fire with a multimodal fe
ture as illustrated in Refs.@11,20# Under certain therma
stimulation the bias~or I 0) and the frequencyf s of the ef-
fective stimulus in the experiment may fall in the nonline
region shown in Fig. 4, so that the firing behavior of t
neuron observed in Ref.@11# could be naturally expected
from the present simulation.
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